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Abstract
To search the optimal solution in the space of technical events and in the space of economical events at the same time 
mathematically is very difficult. There is approach, based on the representation of the building structure as a dynamic system. 
Described attractor, which can be used, to analyze the stability of the building structure.
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1. Introduction.
Bearing capacity analysis of the structure statically determinate truss built with elastic – plastic of rods is a trivial 
issue. In the case of structures statically indeterminate repeatedly as a frame trusses, their bearing capacity analysis
of static methods is insufficient. In addition to the static equations, it occurs to the need to take into account also the 
kinematic motion structure due to the different speed of energy dissipation in joints or plastic tunnels. In the cases of 
dynamic loads, it is necessary to take into account the equations describing the dynamics of the structure as well.
Taking into account the phenomenon of the elastic-plastic material or degradation of material strength causes the 
bearing capacity analysis complication of civil constructions. Modern computer software allow you to determine 
equilibrium paths of elastic – plastic structures for load conditions, stiffness of nodes and material properties.
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Nomenclature
T the space of technical events
Q a generalised load
ǻ a generalised deformation
E the space of economical events
P the profits 
C the costs 
X an action 
Pef the parameter of action effects
Į a steering parameter
į a displacement 
β an inclination coefficient
2. The description and application of attractor
Determination of the surface boundary requires an analysis conducted of statics, kinematics and dynamics 
methods (in the space of technical events), and optimization of construction based on minimizing of the cost of 
construction (in the space of economical events). Finding the optimal solution in both cases at the same time is very 
difficult mathematically.
It is possible to describe the limit state of structure as a dynamic system and find a common set of fractal stable 
for the physical and economic space. An attractor is an important concept in the theory of dynamical chaos, as an 
asymptotic solution of the differential equations system describing the behavior of a dynamic system. For this, a 
fractal in a sufficiently long period will seek a dynamic system described by the equation appropriate, because a
fractal is the dynamic system limit position. -5]ąGNRZVNLVXJJHVWHGWKHPDWKHPDWLFDOIRUPRIWKHJHQHUDOVROXWLRQ
of the issues presented in the form of a fractal in [1, 2].
In the space of technical events T Rzadkowski attractor make enable for an unified mathematical description of 
dependency between generalised load Q and generalised deformation ǻ of a structures constructed of elastic, plastic, 
viscous and brittle materials.  The attractor is a stabile set of a lines to which are seeking all the functions solutions 
trajectories describing the dependencies ǻ = ǻ(Q).  
By contrast in the space of economical events E the presented atractor i.e. can serve for the analysis of the 
dependency between profits P and costs C.
In a generalised solution, common to the space T and the space E, has been assumed that presented atractor 
describes the main dependence trajectories between action X and a parameter of action effects Pef.
Both the parameter of action effects Pef as well as the action X can be expressed in the nondimensional scale. 
The attractor can be also used for the description of a phenomena in a different spaces proper for a different fields 
of knowledge.
The normalised graphic form of the attractor, expressed by a formula (1), is presented in the fig.1, where Į is so 
called steering parameter. 
1−
⋅=
αα XPef (1)
The attractor has 3 nonlinear trajectories (so called „branches”). 
The axis of symmetry is the one with the lone rectilinear branch of the attractor.
In the space of technical events T this branch of attractor is mapping the ideal elastic phenomena in the range of 
Hooke law. 
The attractor branch suit to the steering parameter values 1<Į<2 is mapping the phenomena connected with the 
material and geometrical nonlinearity of the elastic and elastic-plastic structures. 
On the other hand the branch suit to the steering parameter values 0<Į<1 is mapping the rheological phenomena 
connected with the creeping and the relaxation. 
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For the steering parameter value Į=1 the attractor branch suits to the model of ideal elastic-plastic Prandtl 
material. 
The point of the attractor, determined by coordinates {X=1; Pef =1}, can be treated as a criterion of the limit state 
of a structure. 
In this point equilibrium path of a structure can change its trajectory, i.e. from the trajectory descripted by the 
steering parameter values 1<Į<2 on to the trajectory descripted by parameter values 0<Į<1.         
The descripted properties of Rzadkowski attractor causes that it applies in strength of material, limit states 
mechanic of civil engineering structures and even in the theory of structural reliability as a division criterion of a 
structures on to fixable or unfixable ones (fig. 1) 
Fig. 1 Geometrical vision of the Rzadkowski attractor trajectories and its application      
as a division criterion of a structures on to fixable A or unfixable ones K
Rzadkowski attractor of the form (1) as the function defined in phase space is the solution of a first-order 
differential equation:
X
P
dX
dP
⋅−= )1(α (2)
with the initial condition:
α=
=1|XP . (3)
In the space of technical events T as the parameter of action effects Pef the displacement į of the material point 
is usually taken. In the such case the pattern (1) has a form (4)
1−
⋅==
αβδ QPef (4)
where ȕ is an inclination coefficient of the function į = į(Q) (equilibrium path) and Q is the generalised load of a 
structure. 
In the equilibrium path analysis of a frame nodes as a load Q is usually taken the moment M acting in the node, 
and as a the displacement į an angle of a node rotation φ is taken. 
In the case of the complicated equilibrium path shape the exponent Į can be to set out as a function. 
It makes possible to express as a branches of the presented attractor the equilibrium paths of a structures 
constructed from the different materials (fig. 2). Here:
1 - tensioned bar done from the ideal elastic material,
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2 - compressed slender bar done from the elastic-plastic material,
3 - tensioned bar done from the Prandtl material,
4 - folded polimer plate,
5 - compressed cylinder shell done from the elastic-plastic material,
6 - connection of the reinforced concrete plate with the steel beam, 
7 - soil embankment.
Fig. 2 The shapes of the equilibrium paths of a civil engineering structures
constructed  from the materials of the different mechanical properties
3. Conclusion
Based on Rzadkowski attractor you can in easy way determine the desired parameters of structures in limit state. 
The Pef parameter describes the course of the function random trend process of structural damage in time
characterized the effects of exceeding the load capacity of the structure.
For instance, in [3, 4] was given way to estimate the time of sealing flanged connections of pipes exposed to 
water hammer or estimate the value of the strengthening steel while designing pipelines.
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